EXECUTIVE BRIEFING
A Complimentary Executive Briefing for Senior Leaders Considering Growth Through M&A

Expected Outcomes
Your leadership team will understand of principles for success, the failure factors to avoid
and the essential leadership requirements for guiding your company through the M&A
lifecycle. More importantly, your company will have a proven framework for building its
internal M&A competencies to ensure M&A success.

Will you be one of the 30%?
In a recent study conducted by M&A Partners* of over 150 experienced acquirers, 71% rated their overall
integration process effectiveness as poor, very poor or average. Further, 68% rated their organization’s overall
M&A integration capability and readiness as poor, very poor or average.
What is it that makes the difference with the other 30% of acquirers? Backed by the conviction that M&A is a
fundamentally important enterprise competency and a collective skill set that must be built, an increasing number
of executives are rethinking their traditional views about M&A integration and adopting proven best practices. The
results are impressive:

Achieving 175% of planned
synergies while cutting
integration time from the
estimated 18 months down to
10 months, leading to a 300%
increase in stock price (a global
manufacturer)

Realizing a 40% increase in
stock price driven heavily by
integration results and
delivering on the contemplated
value-added services and
capabilities in the target market
sector (healthcare)

Producing 300% economic
value added (EVA) within two
years post-closing

Many others have demonstrated the ability to increase overall deal volume; deliver long-term strategic results;
accelerate overall synergy capture; retain key talent; and stabilize the business during integration with no
customer disruption.
Our direct experience in the field with clients, and our recent study of 150 skilled acquirers demonstrate that
organizations which implement a specific set of integration best practices and skill sets outperform their peers by
50%, 75%, 100% or even greater.
*The State of M&A Effectiveness Survey™

Executive Briefing Details
Each Executive Briefing is a customized working session with a prospective acquirer’s key leadership team. The agenda and
objectives are tailored to your specific situation, including your overall M&A experience, strengths and obstacles. A minimum
of two to four hours allows time for meaningful dialogue, as well as Q&A. And we are glad to conduct a follow-up session
with the function leaders most directly responsible for integration success.
In return for your investment of executive time and our travel expenses, we commit to shoot straight, provide specific
examples of what works best and leave you with practical and implementable insights from our most experienced senior
advisors. In doing so, we hope to earn your confidence that our team’s expertise, fit and capabilities will generate superior
returns on your next deal, far in excess of our fees. It is our pleasure to invest our time and insights toward the success of
your company—nobody needs another M&A case study about “what went wrong.”

We are glad to execute a non-disclosure agreement so we can discuss contextually important
background, such as your prior deal history and results; future anticipated deal strategy; and
your general approach for deal strategy, due diligence, integration and long-term value
creation for each deal. Each company is encouraged to direct the discussion agenda by
selecting from the representative topics listed below, or even suggesting other questions to
ensure we effectively adapt our time for maximum impact in your specific situation:
•

The State of M&A Integration Effectiveness





•

The Business Case for Effective M&A Integration







•

Essential elements to consider for the overall integration strategy framework
“Deal-type DNA” and implications for integration
Transaction characteristics (spin-off, roll-up, JV, etc.)
Business model, “the third rail” of M&A
How to prepare the organization for M&A readiness
Software solutions to organize, coordinate, track and report project status

Due Diligence






•

The M&A Partners deal flow model “MergerMax Value Creation Map”
Roles, responsibilities and requirements at each phase
What integration requires pre-announcement, pre-closing, and post-closing
Leading an organization though the M&A lifecycle

Strategy and Readiness







•

M&A as a required enterprise competency
Failure factors in strategy, due diligence and integration phases
Total cost of acquisitions and common integration budget ranges
Value erosion and risk issues
Keys for stabilizing the business during M&A
The synergy trap

Understanding the M&A Lifecycle Requirements





•

Executive summary of our survey results from over 150 best-in-class acquirers
Identify specific integration practices proven to directly drive synergies, minimize value erosion and optimize the pace of integration
Evaluate the overall business results of investing in building internal M&A capabilities
Focus your priority planning on the top integration best-practices most frequently linked to superior business performance

The role of the “diligence management office”
Beyond and behind the numbers
Strategic fit, value and risk assessment
Determining culture and business model during M&A
7 essential strategies between announcement and close

Integration






Developing the integration strategy framework
Launching and managing the integration process
Integration governance and decision-making
Focusing and aligning on the “essential objectives”
Managing the pace of integration

“M&A is a
fundamentally
important
enterprise
competency—
a collective
skill set—that
must be built.”

